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The cross section for elastic scattering and the cross section for diffraction splitting of 
fast deuterons by cc.ompletely black nuclei are determined. The energy distribution of the dis
integration products is found. The cross section for splitting of a fast deuteron by a com
pletely black nucleus is calculated, taking the diffraction and Coulomb interactions into 
account. Expressions are obtained for the cross sections for elastic deuteron scattering and 
splitting, taking into account the semi-transparency of the nucleus. 

l IT IS WELL KNOWN that the absorption of par· 
• ticles scattered by a nucleus brings about a 

perturbation of the incident wave and leads to 
elastic scattering not connected with compound
nucleus formation. In the case of point particles 
(for example, neutrons) with a wavelength short 
compared with nuclear dimensions, this scattering 
is analogous to the scattering of light by a com
pletely black sphere. 

The diffraction scattering of deuterons should 
differ by specific characteristics. In addition to 
purely elastic scattering, analogous to the diffrac· 
tion scattering of point particles, diffraction 
splitting should also take place in the case of 
deuterons. In fact, owing to the small binding 
energy of the deuteron, a comparatively small 
change in its momentum in diffraction scattering 
can lead to splitting that takes place far from the 
nucleus. Together with the stripping reaction, the 
diffraction splitting of the deuteron leads to libera
tion of a neutron and proton, i.e., increases the 
yield of neutrons coming from the interaction of 
fast deuteronis with nuclei*. 

The diffraction scattering of point particles by 
absorbing nuclei can be studied by an optical 
method using Huygens' principle. In order to gener
alize this method to the case of deuterons, we con
sider first the simple problem of the diffraction 
scattering of point particles by absorbing nuclei. 

The free motion of a particle in a plane perpen
dicular to the wave vector of the incident particle 
(Z-axis) is described by the wave function 

1 L-1 { . } r 1 •• d ~ \f>< = exp txp , J \f>< 'f" p = o""'' 

*The possibility of diffraction splitting of the deu
teron was independently established by E. Feinberg, 
R. Glauber and the authors'1- 4, 

where L is the normalization length, 'X and p are 
the projections of the wave vector and radius vec
tor of the particle on a plane perpendicular to the 
Z-axis. The wave function t/J0 = 1/L corresponds 
to the incident particles. 

The presence of the absorbing nucleus leads to 
disappearance of particles of this function for 
p:::; R (R is the radius of the nucleus). The dif
fraction pattern determined by this disappearance 
can be obtained by expansion of the modified wave 
function, equal to 'P = n (p) 'Po, where 

652 

n (p) == {o, r.::;;;. R, 
1, r>R. 

in terms of the functions 'P x. 

'¥ = n (p) 'fo = ~ ax'fx· (l) 

The probability of diffraction scattering in which 
the wave vector x of the scattered particle lies in 
the interval dK, is connected with ~ by the rela
tion dw = jax.\ 2 L2 dx/ (277)2, and the corresponding 
differential scattering cross section is equal to 

If K is the magnitude of the wave vector of the par
ticle, then x = K sin & ""K~ and dx = K2do, where 
do is the element of solid angle. The scattering 
amplitude f(&) is connected with the expansion 
coefficient ax. by the relation 

L2K f (&) = - i 21t a". {2) 

From (l) follows that 
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Carrying out the integration and employing Eq. (2), 
we obtain the well known formula 

(since the diffraction considerations are valid only 
for small angles, we_ replace sin~ by ~). 

2. The treatment given for the diffraction of point 
particles can be generalized to the case of the dif
fraction scattering of weakly bound complex par
ticles (deuterons) by completely black nuclei, if 
the expansion of the modified wave function for 
this case is carried out as before, but instead of 
one, two multipliers, nn and n ' describing the 
disappearance of a neutron and proton are intro
duced. The idea of this generalization is due to 
L. D. Landau. 

In order to investigate the diffraction of deuter
ons it is necessary to take into account both the 
motion of their center of gravity and the relative 
motion Gf the neutron and proton in the deuteron. 
The motion of the center of gravity of the deuteron 
in a plane perpendicular to the direction of the 
wave vector of the incident deuteron (Z-axis) is 
described by the wave function lfix(pd) = exp (ixpd ), 
where x. and Pd are the projections of the wave 
vector of the scattered deuteron and the radius 
vector of the center of gravity of the deuteron on 
the plane perpendicular to the Z-axis. (The normal
ization length L is taken hereinafter to be unity.) 
The functions 1/Jx,<p d) form the complete orthonormal 
system 

The relative motion of the particles in the deuteron 
is described by the wave function 

rp0 (r) = V rJ.j2rr. e-a.r;r, rJ. = lj2Rd 

(Rd is the radius of the deuteron). The relative 
motion of the neutron and proton freed as a result 
of the splitting of the deuteron is described by the 
wave function 

'i't (r) = eifr + ~ e-ifr, 

where n£ is the momentum of relative motion of the 
particles and a = -1/(a- if), the neutron-proton 
scattering length for the S-state. Here it is assumed 
that the interaction between neutron and proton 

exists only in S-states. The sum of the plane wave 
and incoming spherical waves corresponds to the 
production of particles. The functions Cflf (r) togeth
er with the functions cp 0 (r), describing the bound 
state of the system, form a complete set of ortho
normal functions satisfying the relation 

9o (r) 9o (r') + ~ t.pf (r) rp, (r') df/(2rr.)3 = o (r- r'). 

Because the deuteron is a weakly bound system 
in which the neutron and proton spend most of their 
time outside the range of nuclear force, the pattern 
for the diffraction of deuterons by a completely 
black nucleus is determined by the expansion of 
the modified wave function 'P = !ln!lplfi0(p d)cp 0(r) in 
terms of the complete set of functions lfix(pd)cp 0{r) 

lfi x<P d) cpf(r) : 

'Y = 2J Ax'fx (pd) 9o (r) + ~ Ax!'fx (pd) 'f! (r), (3) 
Y. l<, f 

where Ax. and Ax.1 are the probability amplitudes 

for diffraction scattering and diffraction splitting 
of the deuteron. From (3) it follows that 

Ax = ~ ~ 9o (r) 'f: (pd) On.Op~o (pd) rp0 (r) dpddr 

= -~~!flo (r) 'f: (pd) {6.ln + 6.lp- 6.ln 6.lp} 

X 'Po (pd) Cflo (r) dpddr, 

Axt = ~ ~ r.p; (r) ~= (pd) OnQp'fo (pd) t.p0 (r) dpddr 

= - ~ ~ rp; (r) ~= (pd) {6.ln + 6.lp- 6.ln6.lp} 

X ~o (pd)·r.po (r) dpddr, 

\4) 

(5) 

where (.tJ = 1- n (in writing the last equalities, we 
used the orthogonality of the functions cp 0 and cp1 ). 

3. Employing the expansion 

1 \ RJ (gR) . 
6.l(p)=~~ 1 g exp{tgp}dg (6) 

and the formula 

l' 2 d 4a _1 x 
~ rp0 (r) exp (ixp/2) r = -;;: tan 4a, (7) 

it is possible to express the amplitude for elastic 
scattering f(~), connected with Ax by the relation 
(2), in the form 
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f (&) = iK { 2 4a tan·1 ~ RJI (x.R)-
x. 4a x. 

(8) 
_ ..!- \ 4a tan-1 12g- -x.l RJI(gR) Rid I -x.- g I( R) dg} 

2rt ~ 1 2g - -x. 1 4a g 1x - g 1 

The differential cross section for elastic scattering is equal to 

12g'- -x.' I J1 (g') 
2p g' 

d _ R21 2 3.E_ -1 -x.' . J1 (x.') __ 1_ ~ 2p t -1 
cre- , .tan 2 , 2 12 , I an X. p X 7t g--x. (9) 

X JI( 1-x.,- g' I) dg'l2dx.' 
1-x.'-g'l ' 

where x.' = x.R, g' = gR, p = R/Rd. 
In the limiting case of large p this formula 

greatly simplifies: 

(10) 

To obtain the integral cross section for elastic 
scattering we use the completeness of the functions 
t/Jx. From Eq. (4) it follows that 

Oe = ~ I 2 (pd) dpd, 

I (pd) = ~ { Wn + Wp- WnWp} rp~ (r) dr. 

If p » 1, the term in the cross section a e• coming 
from the region Pd < R, is equal to rrR 2 to within an 
accuracy of terms of the order 1/ p2 • 

In the region Pd > R, (J.)n(J.)p = 0 and therefore 

X~ rp~ (r) exp {igrj2}jdr 

co 

=2~ ~ tan-1 -2~ JI(g)Jo(gpd/R)dg, Pd>R. 
0 

Because 

co 

1 
tan-1 a _ \ dy 
-a- - .) 1 + a2y2 , 

0 

\ JJ(bx)Jo(ax) dx= ki It(bk)K0 (ak) 
~ k2 + x2 
0 

then· 

Employing asymptotic expressions for /1(:)i) and 
K0(x) for x » 1 we obtain 

co 

I (pd) = V~R ~ ~~ e-4cxb;, b = Pd - R, p ~ 1, 
d 1 

and, consequently, the term in a e coming from the 
region pd > R is equal to 

co co 

2rr.R ~ db\~ e-4cxbi; t: \2 = 2
3rt (1 -In 2) RRd· 

0 1 

Thus, the integral cross section for elastic scatter
ing is equal to 

We note that, integrating (lO) with respect to x.', 
we would obtain as correction to the main term rrR" 
a coefficient two times smaller than in (11) 2• This 
is connected with the fact that large x' have an 
appreciable role in the correction to rrR2 • 

4. The cross section for differential splitting is 
connected with the amplifude Axf by the relation 

Using Eq. (6) we put Ax.r into the form 

(2rt)'/'R 
Axf=- --,1-azu = 

a ' 

- (2rt~'I''R {Jl (pz) [<D(u, z) +<I> (u,- z)] 
a ' z 

(12) 

- __!_ \ dg JJ(g) • JI(p) I z- g/p I) <D ( u 2g- z)} 
2rt J g I z- gjp I \ ' p C13) 

<D (u z) = _1_ \ e-x (e-iux- _1_ .. eiux) eizxdx 
' 4rt ~ X 1 T l u X , 

(14) 
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where z = x/2a, u = f/ a and x = ar. 
For the integral cross section for diffraction 

splitting we obtain the following expression: 

~d = ~2 ~ ~ dzdu I 11 ~z) [ <D (u, z) + <1> (u,- z)] 

_ -,L \ dg J1 (g) J1 (p I z- rt.IP !)_ <D (u., ~ _ z) 12 . 
21r .) g I z -- g; p ! P 

If p » 1, then 
co 

ad= ~ RRd ~ u/ (u) du, 
0 

where l(u} gives the energy distribution of the 
products of the splitting and has the form 

(15) 

I (u) = (1 -: u2)2 [I + 1 !u u~ -arcsin Vi u+ u2] 

(16) 

The integral cross section for splitting is equal to 

ad=; (21n2- ~)RRd, Rd~R. ),_~Rd. 
(17) 

This formula agrees with the formula obtained by 
Glauber 4• (We note that in the expression for ad ob
tained in Ref. 2 the region of large 'X was not cor
rectly taken into account. Therefore the numerical 
coefficient of RRd in Ref. 2 is equal to 1.25, dif
fering from the correct coefficient which is 0.96.) 

5. In addition to diffraction scattering and dif
fraction splitting of the deuteron, the reaction of 
splitting of the neutron and proton and absorption 
of both by the nucleus is also possible. The cross 
sections for the first two processes are given, for 
p » 1 (Ref. 5) by 

Since the cross section of absorption of a single 
particle by the nucleus is equal to 11R2 , and the 
cross section for the process in which one particle 
of the deuteron hits the nucleus and the other 
passes outside the nucleus is equal to TTRRd/2, 
the cross section for absorption of both particles is 
equal to 

(19) 

The total cross section of all processes at can 
be determined knowing the elastic scattering ampli
tude at zero angle 6 

crt= 47t7; Im f (0). (20) 

For point particles f{O) = iKR2 /2 and at = 2TTR2 • 

In the case of deuterons the scattering amplitude at 
zero angle is equal to 

f (0) = i ~ ~ ~ <p~ (r) {con+ Wp -WnWp} dpddr, 

and the total cross section at is determined by the 
expression 

Using Eqs. (6) and (7), we obtain 

(22) 

For p -+ oo 

cr, = 47tR2 {I - ~ ~~ F.(F.) d~} = 2rcR2 • 

0 

In order to find the correction to this quantity for 
Rd « R, we calculate the difference of the integrals 

d:; = ~ Ji ;pz) can:l z- I} dz '- oP. 
0 

In the latter integral the region of small z is not 
important, large pz playing the main role; therefore, 
the well known asymptotic representation of the 
Bessel function can be employed. Setting here 
sin2 (pz - TT / 4) ;;;: 1/2, we obtain 

co 

" 1 \ ( -1 ) dz 1 
Op = rtp .) tan Z- Z Z3 =- {p, p~l. 

0 

Thus, for p » 1 

co 

\ ~ tan-1 ~ 1~ (F,) d~ = _!_- _ _!_ 
) .. p F. 2 4p , 
0 

and, consequently, the total cross section of all 
processes is equal to 

(23) 

For an arbitrary value of p, one has the following 
relations 
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+ 11 + + 11 (24) (v is the velocity of the particle at infinity). cre . ad= 2crt, On . crp cra = 2crt. 

In fact, substituting the expression (5) into Eq. (12) 
instead of Ax.£ and integrating over x. and f, we 
find 

cre +ad=~~~~ (r) {cun +CUp- WnWp} dpddr. 

Comparing this expression with Eq. (20) we ob
tain Eq. (24). 

6. We show now how to take into account the 
Coulomb interaction in the treatment of diffraction. 
In the scattering by absorbing nuclei of fast charged 
particles, whose energies E are considerably above 
the Coulomb barrier ze2 /R, we should, obviously, 
take the factor O(p) equal to 

nz () = { 0 P e2i1]( P) 

where 7J(p) is the scattering phase in the Coulomb 
field at infinity; for KR » l it is equal to 

11 (p) = n ln (Kp), n = Ze2 I tw 

The diffraction scattering and splitting of fast 
deuterons by completely black nuclei with account 
taken of the Coulomb interaction is determined by 
expansion of the modified deuteron wave function 

where the expansion coefficients A~ and A~£ are 
the probability amplitudes for elastic diffracti~n 
scattering and diffraction splitting of the deuteron. 

The amplitude for elastic scattering, which is 
connected with A~ by Eq. (2), is equal to 

co 

f (.&) ::::a -iK {~a. tan -1 4: ~ e2i71(P) ] 0 (xp) pdp 
R 

_\ 4a. tan-1 l2g-xl. RJt(lx-giR) S( )dg} 
~ I 2g - x 1 4a. lx - g 1 g • 

00 

S(g)= 2~ ~e2i71(P)fo(gp)pdp. (26) 
R 

In the limiting case Rd « R, the scattering am
plitude has the form 

f(&)=-iK{: 'tan·1 -4: ~ e2i71(P)j0 (xp) pdp- RJ~~R) e2f11(R)} = 
R 

[ 
"? . ] [2in+2 } 

_ .,. {~ _1 lo& l2in+1J1 (lo&)+ 2t.n&-2in-2 \" J (r) r2cn dr + _o __ J (! &) 
-l/1. l & tan , 2 o & .) 1 '- "' "' 4p o o ' 

0 p l ,a 

(27) 

lo = KR. E :3>Ze2 I R. p :3> I. 

..j2n/l0 « & « 2p/l0 the scattering of deuterons The differential cross section for elastic deuteron 
scl\ttering is equal to has just the same character as the diffraction scat

tering of neutral particles. Finally, in diffraction 
scattering of deuterons in the angular region 

If n « l and l « p « l 0 - then 

cr (&) = 4n21i.2 I &4 , &~ V2nl lo, 

cr (&) = !~1,2 Ji (!0&) I &2 , V2n I 10 ~ & ~ 2p I lo, 

3 2 2 2 ( 7t ) ;' (28) cr (&) = (l01i. I 8-rrp) cos 10&- 4 &, 

2pl [0 ~& ~ 1. 

Thus, in the case n « l and l << p « l 0 purely 
Coulomb scattering occurs only in the angular 
region & « y2n/l0 • In the angular region 

2p/l0 « & « l, their spatial structure shows up. 
If n » l and n « p « l 0 , then 

cr (&) = 4n21i.2 I &4 , & <f;; 2n I 10 , 

cr (&) = (2l01i.2 I -rr) sin2 (to&- ~) / &3 , 

2nl 10~&~ 2p I !0 , 

cr (&) = (l~ 1i.2/8-rrp2) cos2 (to&- ~) / &, 

2p I lo <£:;. & ~ 1. 

(29) 
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Thus, in this case the region of purely Coulomb 
scattering broadens in comparison with the pre
ceding case, right up to angles of the order of 
2n/l0 • For \) - 2n/l0 , a sharp decrease in the scat
tering, by a factor of the order of n takes place 7 • 

In the angular interval 2n/l0 « .\t « 2p/l0 the deu
teron scattering has the same character as diffrac
tion scattering of point neutral particles. The 
spatial structure of the deuterons shows up in the 
angular interval 2p/l0 « ,<& « l. 

If, finally, l « p « n « l 0 , then 

cr (&) = 4n27\2 I &4 , & «: 2p I lo, 

cr (&) = 4rr2p2n27\2/l~&s, 

2p I 10 .c.S & ~ 2 (-r.3n~p4 )' 1•jL0 ; (30) 

a(&) = (/~7\2 j 8-r.p2) cos2 (t0&- :) j &, 

2 (;c3n2 p4 )'I, Jlo «;; & «;;; I. 
We see that in this case the region ofCoulomb 
scattering does not extend to angles 2n/l0 , but to 
angles of the order of 2p/l0 • The region of diffrac
tion scattering of point particles vanishes, in 
general. The finite size of the deuteron begins to 
show up at angles of the order of 2p/lcr In the 
angular interval 2p/l0 « .\t « 2(rrn2p4 )1s/lo the 
cross section falls off as l/iJ- 6 , and then changes 
as l/it. 

7. We turn now to consideration of the splitting 
of fast deuterons, taking into account the Coulomb 
interaction. 

The amplitude A~f in the expansion is deter
mined by the relation 

00 

= e2i1) (R) {Axf + 2,.. ~ [e2i{"(P)-Tj(Rl} 

R 

- I] J0 (xp) pdp~ e-ixr/, rr; (r) cp0(r) d r (3l) 
00 

- ~ dg ~ [e2it~(P)-1l(R)}- I] Jo (gp) pdp 
R 

X RJdix-giR) -~ -i(g-></2)',*( )' ( )d} 
I I e :o1 r ~0 r r x-g ' ' 

The differential cross section for splitting of a 
fast deuteron is equal to 

(32) 

For p » l we have 

00 

A~t ~ e2 i"(R) { Axt- 2-r. 2~1_1: ~ J1 (xp) e2 i {'r:(p)-"ll (Rl} dp 
R 

X~ e-ixr!2rp; (r) ~o (r) dr} , (33) 

and the integral cross section for deuteron splitting 
is equal to 

cr 1 = ~: ~ ~ dz du I azu 

. 00 2 (34) 

+ ~1_1:_ (pz)z~2tn ~JI(q~2ind:-<I>(u, z) I . 
pz 

The expression for af diverges logarithmically 
for z-> 0. This is connected with the Coulomb char
acter of the interaction, which leads to divergence 
of the elastic scattering cross section at small 
angles, i.e., at small z. In so far as the deuteron is 
assumed to be practically unbound, this sort of 
divergence obviously ought to take place also for 
the splitting cross section. In reality, for splitting 
of the deuteron to take place, z must exceed some 
minimum value zm. This value can be determined, 
if we take into account the fact that the change of 
energy of the deuteron connected with the change 
of its momentum, which is approximately equal to 
1i2KK/2M, must exceed the binding energy of the 
deuteron E = 1i2 a 2 /M. From this it follows that 

zm"' a/K = X/'2Rd. 
Just this value of the lower limit of the z inte

gration can be obtained in the following way. The 
treatment of deuteron splitting is valid for suffi
ciently large z satisfying the inequality z > z' 
(l » z'» a/K), since in this region of z the deu
teron can be considered approximately as an un-

. bound system. On the other hand, small z corres
ponds to large values of the impact parameter, for 
which splitting of the deuteron can be considered 
using perturbation theory. Going to the system in 
which the center of gravity of the deuteron before 
collision is at rest, and employing the perturbation 
energy in the form 

V (t) = Ze2 1 [p~ + (zP- vt)2]'1•, 

it is easy to obtain the following expression for the 
part of the cross section for splitting in a Coulomb 
field which corresponds to large values of the im
pact parameter 
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~{K'v-w}dK' df 
o v K'4 ' 

where K' is the wave vector of the center of gravity 
of the deuteron after collision and nfn = E + 1f r /M 
+ 1i2K'- /4M. Getting rid of the 8-function by integra
tion over the angle between the vectors K' and v 
and carrying out the integration over f we obtain 

z' 

a~= 8;.:n2R~ ~ z-5 [z2 - 4 (tan-~+ YJ dz, 
Zm (35) 

where zm"" a/K and the upper limit z'-is chosen 
such that perturbation theory can be employed. 

In order to obtain the total cross section for split
ting it is necessary to add Eq. (34), in which the 
integration over z is carried out from z' to infinity, 
to Eq. (35). Since both these expressions behave 
as ln z for small z, the sum will not contain z' 
and leads to the expression (34) in which zm =a/K 
is taken as lower limit. 

Carrying out the integration in Eq. (34) over u 
and the angle determining the direction of the vector 
z we obtain 

at= ad+ crc + crint' 
~ ~ 

ac=8;.:n2R2p2 ~ {;:--4( tan-1 2~Y}j~JI(C)C2indCI 2 -~~, 
(36) PZm x 

~ 00 

(jint= 47tR2P2 Re ~ H: - 4 ( tan-1 2~ Y} J~x) 2inx-2in-2 ~ J1 (C) C2indC ~-' 
0 X 

w?ere ad is the cross section found earlier for dif
fractiqn splitting of the deuteron with neglect of 
Coulomb interaction, and ac is the cross section 
for splitting of the deuteron due to the Coulomb 
field of the nucleus. The quantity aint determines 
the part of the splitting cross section coming from 
interference of diffraction and Coulomb scattering. 
In the expressions for ad and a int we set the lower 
limit of the z-integration equal to zero, since these 
expressions do not diverge as zm -+ 0. 

It is easy to see that the interference term aint is 
equal to zero for p » l. In fact, 

47tR2 { oo ~ 
s-int = T Re in~ dx x 2in ~ dy yJ1(y) J 1 (xy)} 

1 0 

41tR2 { c:o 
= ~Re in ~dxx2ino(x-l)} = 0. 

Thus, for p » l, the integral cross section for 
splitting is equal to the sum of the cross sections 
for diffraction splitting and splitting coming from 
the Coulomb field of a black nucleus. It can be 
shown that the interference term is the order of p 
times smaller than ac. 

We consider in detail the cross section for split
ting of the deuteron in a Coulomb field for p » l, 
defined by the general formula Eq. (36). It can be 

evaluated in the two limiting cases of small and 
large n. If n « l, then 

00 ~ 

~ J 1 (C) C2in dC = ~ f1 (C) dC = Jo (x), 
X X 

- 4'lt 2R2 ~ J~(x) d 
ac-3n d j -x- X, 

PZm 

Integrating by parts we find 

n<£; 1, p~l. 

where A is the order of unity. Thus, the crQss sec
tion for splitting of fast deuterons coming from the 
Coulomb field is equal, for n « l, to 

(37) 

n~l, 

(the last formula is valid if pzm « l). This expres
sion coincides with the result obtained by Dancof£8, 

and Mullin and Guth9, using perturbation theory. 
We look now at the case of large n. Noting that 
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CO X 

\ J (~) r2in dr _ 22inf (1 +in) _ \ J (") ~2in dr 
J 1 '" ~ '" - r (1 -in) ~ 1 ~ '" '"' 
X 0 

and using the asymptotic expansion 
X 

~ J1 (C) C2in dC = 2~n J 1 (x) x2in+t 

0 

+ 4~2 Jo (x) x2in+2 + 0 (n-a), 

we obtain, neglecting terms of order O(n-3 ), 

(38) 

The second term in this expression is of the same 
order of magnitude as the cross section for diffrac
tion splitting. In order that the asymptotic expan
sion can be used this term must be small compared 
with the first; in other words, the inequality n2 » p 
should be fulfilled. We see that in this case the 
cross section for diffraction splitting is a small 
correction to the cross section coming from the 
Coulomb field. The total cross section for splitting 
is determined by the formula (accurate to within a 
constant factor in the logarithm): 

Oj=(47tf3)n2 R3ln(Rd/n n~l. (39) 

8. In the high-energy region when the mean free 
path of the particle in nuclear matter becomes com
parable with nuclear dimensions, the nucleus can
not be considered completely black, and must be 
viewed as a semi-transparent body characterized by 
a complex absorption coefficient b = b1 -ib2 , where 
b1 is the absorption coefficient of nuclear matter 
and b2 = 2(v-l)K, where v is the index of refrac-
. f l 10 I h · · · f twn o nuc ear matter . n t e mvestlgatwn o 

diffraction problems in this case, the expansion of 
the modified wave function can be used as before, 
if we consider the factor Q(p) equal, for uncharged 
particles, to 

n(p)= fexp(-bVR 2 -p2), r-<R 
l I r>R. 

Application of these formulae to the scattering of 
fast neutral particles leads to the well known ex
pression for the amplitude of elastic scattering10 

f (&) =- ~~ ~ n (p) e-ixp dp 

R 

= iK~ (I- exp {- b ll W- p2})J0 (xp) pdp, 
0 

which, in the limiting cases of large and small ab
sorption has the form 

f (&) = iK { RJI (xR)- Jo ~R)}' x ~ R J b [2, 
X (40) 

. Kb { sin xR R} R J b ,2 f (&) = tR x 2 xR -COS x , x ::?> i . 

The following expression can be obtained for the 
amplitude of elastic diffraction scattering of fact 
deuterons by semi-transparent nuclei with no ac
count of the Coulomb interaction 

f (&) = 27tiKR 2 { :-: tan- 1 -~ [Xn (x') + Xp (x')] 

\ 2p -1 12g' -"1-' I 
- J I 2g' - "1.' I tan 2p 

(41) 
X Xn (g') Xp (j1t'- g' /) dg'}, 

1 

Xn, P(x') = 2~ ~(I- exp {- bn, PR VI - y2 }) 

0 

XJ0 (x'y) y dy 

(bn and bp are the complex absorption coefficients 
of neutrons and protons). For p » l 

f (&) = iKR 2 { :-:; tan-1 ;~ 
1 

X~ (1- exp {- BR VI- y2})J0 (x'y) ydy (42) 
0 

_ 2~ ~ ( taf~ ;1 P -I) xn (~) xp <l;- lt' D d;}, 
where B is the complex absorption coefficient for 
deuterons equal to B = B 1 - iB2 ""bn + b • 

The total cross section for all proces%es is 
given by the relation 

1 • 

cr 1 = 47'R2 Re{ ~ (l- exp {- BRVl- Y2}) ydy 
0 (43) 

- 4"2 ~{tan;i/! I p)- 1} Xn m Xp (~) ~d~}. 
0 

In the case of large absorption of particles 
(/bn/ 2R2 » p, /bp/ 2R2 » p) the total cross section 
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and the cross sections of elastic scattering and 
diffraction splitting of the deuteron are given by 
the relations: 

In the case of small absorption of particles 

(\bni 2R2 « p, lbpi2W « p) the cross sections are 
given by the formulae: 

0 Zr: R2 R (b b ) R2 I R crt= crt + -3- d e n P n ~, 

o 4r: RaB 
!Jt = 3- 1 

c r: R2 , B .2R2 I R 
!Je =cr.;- --6- d 1 I nR-;;, 

0 1\" 4 2 
C1e = 2- R J B I 

1\" R2 I B 12R2 1 R 
ad= -6- I d n R:;' 

where a~ is the total cross section for all processes 
and a~ is the cross section for the elastic scatter-

ing of point particles, the complex absorption co
efficient of which is the sum of complex absorption 
coefficients of neutron and proton. 
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